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Abstract 
Let C(X) be the algebra of all K-valued continuous functions on a topological space X (with 
= ~. or K = C) and C*(X) the subalgebra of bounded functions. This paper deals with 
subalgebras of C(X) containing C'(X).  We prove that these subalgebras re exactly the rings 
of fractions of C' (X)  with respect o muhiplicatively closed subsets whose members are units 
of C(X). As rings of fractions these intermediate algebras inherit some algebraic properties from 
C* (X) but, in general, they are neither isomorphic to any C(T) nor even closed under composition. 
We characterize these two kinds of intermediate algebras by means of algebraic properties of 
the corresponding multiplicatively closed subsets, and we show that the intermediate algebras 
isomorphic to some C(T) are exactly those that are closed under inversion. © 1997 Elsevier 
Science B,V, 
Ke3~vords: Rings of continuous functions; Localization; Rings of fractions; Lattice-ordered 
algebras; Prime ideal; Maximal ideal; z-ideal 
AM'~ classification: 54C40; 13B30 
Introduction 
Let C(X)  be the algebra of all real-valued continuous functions on a topological 
space X, and C* (X) the subalgebra of bounded functions. We study those subalgebras 
of C(X)  that contain C*(X).  They are sublattices of C(X)  and so they are O-algebras 
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in the sense of Henriksen and Johnson. As ~-algebras these intermediate algebras have 
been studied by A.W. Hager, M. Henriksen, J.R. Isbell, D.G. Johnson, P. Nanzetta nd 
D. Plank in 17-9], as algebras of functions by J.R. isbell in [10], as fl-subalgebras of 
C(X)  by D. Plank in [1 I], and just as intermediate algebras by H.L. Byun, L. Redlin 
and S. Watson in [4,12]. 
We prove that each one of these algebras is the ring of fractions of C'*(X) with 
respect to a multiplicatively closed subset, and we establish a one-to-one correspondence 
between the intermediate algebras and the saturated multiplicatively closed subset of 
C*(X) whose members are invertible in C(X).  
As rings of fractions of C*(X) they inherit some algebraic properties from C*(X). 
We show that most of the known properties concerning their prime and maximal ideals 
can easily be deduced from the corresponding properties for C*(X) by only taking into 
account heir behavior under localization. We characterize closed under composition and 
closed under inversion intermediate algebras by means of algebraic properties of the 
corresponding multiplicatively closed subsets, and we show that an intermediate algebra 
is isomorphic to some C(T) if and only if it is closed under inversion. 
Although we keep the exposition in the real case we show that any intermediate 
algebra between C(X,  C) and C*(X, C) is closed under the formation of conjugates, 
and so everything remains valid in the complex case. 
Rings of fractions appear in a natural way in the realm of rings of continuous functions: 
the ring of germs of continuous functions at a point is a ring of fractions; the ring of 
continuous functions on a cozero set of X is both algebraically and topologically a ring of 
fractions of C(X)  [3,13]. We hope to contribute to show the usefulness of this algebraic 
tool. 
An effort has been made to keep the exposition reasonably self-contained, but we 
must point out that the results in [7-9,1 I ] apply to a broader class of lattice-ordered real 
algebras. 
1. Preliminaries 
Concerning rings of continuous fuuctiofts we shall use the same notation and terminol- 
ogy as in [6]. With respect to algebraic oncepts the reader may consult [1 I. Nevertheless 
we shall review some notation and preliminary results that will be used throughout the 
paper. 
We assume that all rings are commutative with identity and that every ring morphism 
preserves the identities. 
I.L The spectrum of a ring 
The prime spectrum of a ring R is the set SpecR of all prime ideals of R endowed 
with the Zariski topology. The closed subsets in Spec R are those of the form V(C) - 
{P E Spec R: C C_ P}, where C is any subset of R. The maxima/specmtm of R is 
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the subspace Max R consisting of all maximal ideals in R. Both the prime and maximal 
spectrum are compact spaces but, in general, they are not Hausdorff spaces. 
1.2. Rings of fractions 
A multiplicatively closed subset of a ring R is a subset S of R containing the identity 
and such that st E S whenever s,t  E S. The ~t  of "'fractions" 
S-~R = {f /s :  f • R, s • S}, 
where f / s  = 9/t  if and only if r l f  = ray for some r • S, is endowed with a ring 
structure by defining addition and multiplication of "fractions" in the usual way. The ring 
S -  i R is said to be the ring of fractions, or localization, of R with respect to S. 
Next we list, without proofs, some basic properties of rings of fractions that will be 
used in the paper. 
1.3. Properties of the rings of fractions 
Let R be a ring and S a multiplicatively closed subset of R. 
(a) There is a canonical ring morphism j : R --+ S - tR ,  defined by j ( f )  = f / l .  that 
sends each s • S to an invertible lement in S -~ R. This morphism is an isomorphism 
if and only if every element in S is invertible in R. 
(b) If I is an ideal of R and S-aI  denotes the ideal generated by j ( I )  in S- IR ,  then 
S- I [  = { f / s  • S- IR:  f / s  : g/t  for somegE I} .Th isS  I l i saproper idea lo f  
S - IR  (i.e., S- I I  ~ S - IR)  if and only if l lq  S = O. 
(c) If ] is a proper ideal of S -  I R, then j -  I (]) is an ideal of R such that j -  i (]) NS = 0 
and ,~ = S - ' j - I ( ] ) .  
(d) If P is a prime ideal of R such that P n S = 0, then S-~P is a prime ideal of 
S-I  R and j - I (S - I  P) = P. 
(e) The mapping j* :Spec S- IR  -+ Spec R, defined by j * (P) = j -a (~) ,  establishes 
an homeomorphism between Spec S I R and the subspace of Spec R consisting of those 
prime ideals of R which do nut cut S. 
1.4. Saturated multiplicatively closed subsets 
A multiplicatively closed subset S of a ring R is said to be saturated if S is the 
complement in R of a union of prime ideals of R, i.e., at • S .3~ s, t • S. Equivalendy, 
S is saturated if every element of R that becomes invertible in S- tR  belongs to S. 
Given a mulfiplicatively closed subset S, there exists a saturated one Z containing S and 
such that S - I R = Z-  t R :  
Z = { f  • R: ] / I  is invertible in S - 'R}  = R - U J * (SPacS- IR ) .  
Throughout the paper X will denote a completely regular topological space. As usual 
Z(f )  and coz f  will denote, respectively, the zero-set and the cozero-set of f ~ C(X),  
i.e., z(f) = {~ • x:  f(x) = o} and cozf  = X - z(f). 
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1.5. MaxC(X)  and MaxC*(X) as models for [~ X 
The Stone-{~.ech compactification f a topological space X is a compact Hausdorff 
space fX  containing X as a dense subspace, and characterized by a universal property: 
"every continuous mapping of X into a compact Hausdofff space can be continuously 
extended to/3X." 
Both Max C(X)  and Max C* (X) are compact Hausdorff spaces, each one containing 
a dense copy of X. The point x E X is identified with the maximal ideal 
M ~ = { f  • C(X):  f (x)  : 0} 
in MaxC(X) ,  and with M *z = M z M C*(X) in MaxC*(X).  It is well known that 
these spaces are models for f iX. Each point p in f i x  is identified with the maximal ideal 
M p = {f  • C(X):  p • cl~x Z( f )}  in MaxC(X) ,  and with 
M *p = { f  E C*(X): fZ(p) = O} 
in Max C* (X),  where f z  denotes the continuous extension of f to fX .  
1.6. Realcompaet spaces 
For any maximal ideal M of C(X),  the quotient field C(X) /M contains a canonical 
copy of ~: the set of residual classes of the constant functions. Wimn this canonical copy 
of ~ is the entire field C(X) /M,  one says that M is a teal maximal ideal. The space 
X is said to be realcompact if the image of the canonical immersion X ~ Max C(X),  
x ~ M :c, is the set vX of all real maximai deals of C(X).  It is well known that 
C(X)  = C(vX)+ that is, any continuous function of X into R can be continuously 
extended to vX.  
I.Z The extension f* and the space vsX  
If the function f E C(X)  is regarded as a continuous mapping of X into ttl¢ one-point 
compactification ~* = • tA {oo} of R, it has an extension f* : fX  -> ~*. The set of 
points in fX  where f* takes real values is deneted by v S 74, i.e., 
vsX = {p • ~x:  S*(p) # ~}. 
Clearly, vfX  is an open subset of fX .  
2. Examples of intermediate algebras 
If A is an intermediate algebra between C*(X) and C(X)  sometimes we shall say 
briefly that A is an intermediate algebra on X. 
Let us show how to generate, both topologically and algebraically, some kinds of 
intermediate algebras: 
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2.1. Restrictions and functions bounded on a subset 
Let Y be an intermediate space between X and fiX. The restdcfion morphism from 
C(Y) to C(X), that sends g E C(Y) to glx, is clearly injective, so that C(Y) can be 
seen as an intermediate algebra on X. 
Now let F be a subset of X,  and set C(X I* F) for the intermediate algebra of 
those f E C(X) that are bounded on F. Note that f is bounded on F if and only if 
cl~x F C_ vlX. Thus, C(X t* F) = C(X U cl~x F). 
2.2. Rings of fractions of C*(X) 
Let $ be a multiplicatively closed subset of C*(X) whose members have void zero- 
sets. Each formal quotient f /g  E S-IC*(X) can be identified with the continuous 
function it defines on X: 
~(~) = f (x )  
g(x)" 
In this way the ring of fractions S-IC*(X) is an intermediate algebra on X. We shall 
see later that all intermediate algebras are of this type. 
2.3. Single generated intermediate algebras 
From an algebraic point of view an easy way to get an intermediate algebra is to adjoint 
to C*(X) a family of functions F C_ C(X), so that we get the smallest intermediate 
algebra containing F, which is just the set C*(X)[F] of all polynomial expressions 
in the members of F with coefficients in C*(X). We shall say that C*(X)[F] is the 
iutermediate algebra generated by F over C* (X), 
We shall write C*(X)[f] when F reauces to a single function f E C(X), that is, 
C*(X)[II= 9Jh 9~c C*(X), n=0,1,2 . . . .  
i=0 
We shall say that an intermediate algebra A is single generated over C*(X) if A = 
C*(X)[f], for some unbounded f ~ C(X). 
For any nonnegative unbounded function f ~ C(X), the composition expe l  = e -t" 
does not belong to C*(X)[f]. Hence, any single generated intermediate algebra is a 
proper intermediate algebra which is not closed under composition with functions in 
C(R), and so it is not isomorphic to any C(T)  (see Corollary 3.4 below). 
Next we shall take a closer look to the case when we adjoin a whole ideal of C(X). 
Later on we shall pay some attention to the case of a countable F. 
2.4. Intermediate algebras generated by an ideal of C(X) 
Let I be a proper ideal of C(X). The smallest intermediate algebra containing I is 
the set 
c*(x)+ I= {g+h: g~C'(X), h~ O. 
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Different ideals may generate the same intermediate algebtxt. In fact. if, as usual, 
Z- I (Z( I ) )  is the smallest z-ideal containing I ,  i.e., if 
Z I(Z(I)) = {f  E C(X):  Z( f )  = Z(g) for some g ~ I} ,  
then 
C*(X) + I : C*(X) + Z-'(Z(1)). 
Certainly, C* (X) + I C C* (X) + Z- i  (Z(I)). Let us prove the reverse inclusion. We 
must show that, for g E: C*(X) and h E Z-I (Z( I ) ) ,  f = g + h is in C* (X) + I .  Let 
E={xEX:  [h(x)[~<l/2} and F={x6X:  Ih(:~-)[/>l}. 
Since E and F are completely separated, there exists v E C* (X) such that v(E) : 0 and 
v(F) = I, and 0 ~< v ~< 1. Let h'  = vh. If Ih(:r)[ ~> I, (h - h')(x) : 0. If Ih(2,')l ~< 1, 
then 
[ (h -h ' ) (x ) ]  = Ih(~.) l l l -  v(x)l ~< 1. 
Hence, (h - h') c C*(X). As Z(h') is a neighbourhood of Z(h), and Z(h) = Z(1) 
for some 1 C I ,  then, according to [6, IDA], h' - kl for some k E C(X).  Now 
f = ( f -  h') + kl = it + (h - h') + kl and, certainly, g + (h - h') is in C*(X) and 
kl E I. So, f E C* (X)+ I. 
Thus, every intermediate algebra generated by a proper ideal of C(X)  is also generated 
by a z-ideal. 
Finally. notice that every function in C* (X)+Z- I (Z( I ) )  is hounded on some member 
of the z-filter Z(I). Conversely, if a function f is bounded on some member of Z(I), 
then there is a bounded function that agrees with f on that member, and so 
f cO*(X)+Z ' (Z(X)). 
2.5. Functions bounded on a z-filter 
The preceding comment brings out a topological description of the intermediate alge- 
bras geuerated by a proper ideal I of C(X). 
For .T a z-filter on X,  set C(XI*,T ) for the intermediate algebra of those functions in 
C(X)  that are hounded on some member of .T'. 
With this notation: 
c* (x )  + z - ' ( zu ) )  = c (x  I* z( t ) ) .  
Equivalently, 
C*(X) + Z ~(3:) = C(X  I ~ .~), 
Note that f C C(X  l* Jr) if and only if cl~x F C~ v lX  for some F E .T, and this is 
equivalent to n{cl;~x F: F E 5"} c_ vsX.  
Thus, 
C(X  I ~ 3 0 : C(X u cl;~x ~'), 
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where cl~x ,F is the set of cluster points of ~" in ,3X, that is, 
cl;~x .7:" = rl{cl¢,x F: F E 5 r} = V(Z- ' (U) )  n Max C(X).  
in particular, for any p E fiX, 
C*(X) + M" = C(X  I* Z(M~)) = C(X  U b'}). 
Therefore, the intermediate algebras associated to z-filters on X are exactly the in- 
termediate algebras generated by proper ideals of C(X),  and they are all of the type 
described in Section 2. I. Moreover, since any compact subset of (~X is cl,ax ~ for some 
z-filter on X, they are exactly the algebras C(X u K), for K a compact subset of/ JX. 
3. Intermediate algebras as rings of fractions 
Any continuous function f E C(X)  may be written as a fraction with both numerator 
and denominator in C* (X): 
f=  f(l +f2)  I 
(I + p) - '  " 
We shall refer to this expression as the rational representation of f .  
Let A be an intermediate algebra between C*(X) and C(X), and let U(A) be the set 
of units, or invertible lements, in A. It is clear that SA = U(A) fl C*(X) is a saturated 
multiplicatively closed subset of C* (X). 
Proposition 3.1. If A is an intermediate algebra benveen C*(X) and C(X), then A is 
the ring of fractions of C*(X) with respect to the multiplicatively closed subset SA = 
U(A) n C*(X). 
Proof. On the one hand, it is clear that SStIC*(X) c_ A. On the other hand, if f E A, 
then (I + f2) i E SA and, from the rational representation f f ,  it follows that f E 
SS~C*(X). [] 
We would like to point out that, in particular, C(X)  is the ring of fractions of C*(X) 
with respect to the multiplicatively closed subset 
&,<x) = u(c (x ) )  n c* (x )  = {f  e c ' (x} :  z ( f )  : 0}. 
Theorem 3.2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the fumily of intermediate 
algebras on X and the family of saturated multiplicatively cloxed subsets of C*(X) 
n'hose members are htvertible bt C( X ). This correspondence assigns to each bttermediate 
algebra A the subset SA = U(A) M C* (X) atul to each saUlrated multiplicatively closed 
subset S the ring of fractions S - tC  * (X). 
Proof. If S is a saturated multiplicntively closed subset of C* (X) and A = S IC*(X), 
then Sa = S (see Section 1.4). [] 
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Proposition 3.3. If A is an intermediate algebra between C*(X) and C(X). then A is 
an absolutely convex subalgebra of U(X) and so a sublattke of C(X). 
Proof. If Ill ~< [gt, with f E C(X) and g E A, then f ( l  + g2)-i E C*(X) c A and .~o 
y=( l+g~) f ( l+g2)  - '  ~A. n 
If A is an absolutely convex subalgebra of C(X) then, as it contains the constant 
functions, it must also contain the bounded ones, and so A is an intermediate algebra 
on X.  Therefore, the intermediate algebras on X are exactly the absolutely convex 
subalgebras of C(X). 
Corollary 3.4. 
(a) Let e be a real number, c > 1. Every., single generated #ttermediafe algebra on X 
is" C* (X)[f] for some f >1 c. 
(b) I f  f >/e > 1 for some e E ~, zhen 
C*(X)[f]  = {g E C(X):  Igl ~< f k f  °rs°me k C N}. 
(c) Every finitely generated intermediate algebra is single generated. Explieitl), 
c*(g)[f ,  . . . . .  Y,,] - C*(X)[ I fd  +. . -  + If,,I], for any n c N. 
Proof. (a) By the preceding proposition, an intermediate algebra contains a given func- 
tion g E C(X) if and only if it contains IgI + c. Therefore, C*(X)[g] = C*(X)[I9[ + c]. 
(b) I fg  E C(X) and Igl ~< fk then # E C*(X)[f] ,  since C*(X)[f] is an absolutely 
convex subalgebra of C(X). Conversely, take go . . . . .  gn E C*(X). We must show that 
n 
~=oglf~ <~fk, fo rsomekEN.  
Note that for e~h bounded function gi there is kl ~ N such that [gi] ~< fk ,  since 
f />  c > 1. It is enough to take k = n × max(k0,.. .  ,k,,). 
(c) It follows from the preceding proposition by only taking into account hat ]f~] ~< 
I fd+. . .+  lf,d for l <~ i <~ n. 
Note that if A = C*(X)[f], with Z(f )  = 0 and l / f  E C*(X), then 
s={1/S": ,~= 0, l,2...} 
is a multiplieatively closed subset of C*(X) such that S- IC*(X)  = A, wlaile 
SA = C*(X) - U {P ~ Sr~eC*(X): l / f  ¢ P}. 
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To regard intermediate algebras as rings of fractions makes easy to prove the properties 
concerning their prime and maximal ideals. Most of these properties have already been 
established in I4] using certain z-filters on X,  and previously in [9] and [8|. 
Proposition 3.5. Let A be an intermediate algebra bem'een C*(X) and C(X) ,  and 
SA = U(A) N C*(X). 
(a) The map /A :SpecA --+ Spec C'(X) ,  lhat sends -P in SpecA to P n C*(X), 
indl~ces an homeomorphism benveen SpecA and the .~ubspace of Specg*(X)  
consbting of those prime ideals in C*(X) which do not cut SA. 
(b) Every prime ideal -P #t A is absolutely convex, tile quotient ring A/-P is totally 
ordered, and the canonical morphism A ~ A lP  is order-preserving. 
(c) The prime ideals in A containing a given prime ideal form a chain. Hence, ever 3' 
prime ideal in A is contained br a unique maximal ideal. 
(d) Max A is a compact Hausdorff space, and the map X --> Spec A, that sends x E X 
to M~t = {f E A: f(.r) = 0}, establishes an homeomorphism between X and a 
dense snbspace of Max A. 
Proof. (a) This is just a property of rings of fractions (see (e) in Section 1.3). 
(b) Let "P he a prime ideal in A and P = PM C*(X). According to (d) of Section 1.3, 
-P = SA- IP .  Now let f and y be two functions in A such that Ifl ~< lyl, and assume g E 
P.  Then, If( 1 +9 2 ) - i [  ~< I//( 1 +9 2) - I  I and .q(l +ff2)-I E P.  Since P is absolutely convex 
in C*(X) [6, 5.5], it follows that f ( I  +y- ' ) - J  E P and so f = (1 +y2) f ( l  +g2) - i  ~ ~. 
This proves that P is absolutely convex in A. To prove the rest of the statement note 
that the argument in [6, 5.5] remains valid for intermediate algebras. 
(e) By (a), this is a consequence of the corresponding assertion for C*(X) [6, 14.3]. 
(d) We have just seen that every prime ideal of A is contained in a unique maximal 
ideal. It is a well known result that in this situation MaxA is a Hansdorff space. Finally, 
note that the composition of the map from X to Max A that sends :c C X to ~I~t, with 
the immersion MaxA --+ SpecC*(X)  established in (a), is the canonical immersion 
X ~ MaxC*(X)  that sends :c to M *:~. [] 
Notice that if ~ is a maximal ideal in an intermediate algebra A, then M M C*(X) 
is a prime ideal in C*(X),  but not necessarily a maximal one. 
A maximal ideal M of an intermediate algebra A is said to be real if the natural 
immersion ~ ~ A/M is an isomorphism. 
Proposition 3.6. Let A be an intermediate algebru between C*(X) and C(X),  and "A-[ 
a maximal ideal in A. Then. -MAC*(X) is a maximal ideal in C*(X) ifandonly if~7 
is a real maximal ideal in A. 
ProoL Let us consider the following tower of rings: 
c_ C'(X)/M nC*(X) c_ A/M. 
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The quotient field A/M is just the ring of fractions of C* (X)/-M tq C* (X) with respect 
to the image of SA by the canonical morphism of C*(X) onto C*(X)/ -MA C*(X). If 
~-~ is a real maximal ideal, i.e., ~ = A/-M, then ~ = C*(X) /MnC*(X)  and, therefore, 
"Mf3C*(X) is a maximal ideal in 6'*(X). Conversely, if MMC*(X) is a ntaximal ideal 
in C*(X), then A/-'M is just C*(X) /MN C*(X) = ~, since every nonzero element 
in a field is invertible and, consequently, C*(X) /M M G'*(X) has no proper ing of 
fractions. [] 
As we have already pointed out, the canonical immersion of MaxA into SpecC'(X) 
makes MaxA homeomorphic to a subspace of SpecC*(X) which is not necessarily 
contained in MaxC*(X). Nevertheless, we are just going to see that there exists an 
homeomorphism between Max A and Max C* (X). 
Proposition 3.7. Let A be an intermediate algebra between C* (X) and C(X).  The map 
rA : Max A ~ Max C'* (X) that sends each maximal ideal M in A to the unique maximal 
ideal in C* ( X ) containing M Iq G* ( X ) is an homeomorphism. 
Proof. This map rA is the composition of the canonical immersion of Max A into 
Spec C"(X) with the continuous retraction Spee C ~ (X) ~ Max C*(X) that sends each 
prime ideal in C*(X) to the unique maximal ideal in C*(X) containing it [2. 1.6.2]. 
Therefore, rA is a continuous map. If ~ and N are two different maximal ideals in A. 
then M + N = A and so there exist functions f ~ M" and g E N such that f + ff : 1. It 
is easy to see that f and .q may be assumed to be nonnegative and, hence, bounded func- 
tions. So, f C rA(M), y E rA(~) and rA(M) ~ rA(N). Since MaxA and Max C*(X) 
are compact Hansdofff spaces, rA is a closed map, and it is also onto because r A (Max, A) 
contains the canonical copy of X in Max C'*(X). El 
Corollary 3.8. I f  every maximal ideal in an intermediate algebra A is real. then A = 
C*(X). 
Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal in C*(X). It follows from Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 
that M = -MIM C'*(X), for some maximal ideal ~] in A. Hence, M N SA = 0. This 
shows that all the elements of SA are invertible in C*(X), since they do not belong to 
any maximal ideal in C*(X). By Proposition 3.1, A = C*(X). ra 
Next we shall take a look at the relationship between the prime ideals of two interme- 
diate algebras B C_ A. 
Proposition 3.9. Let B C A two intermediate algebras on X. 
(a) The map Spec A ~ Spec B that sends -P E Spee A mf f  M B induces an homeo- 
morphism between Spec A and the subspace of those prime ideals in B which do 
not contain units of A. 
(b) A maxbnal ideal AI in A is real if and only if M n B is a real ma:dmal ideal 
in B. 
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(e) The map rA B : Max A -+ Max 13 that sends -~I E Max A to the unique maximal 
ideal in .U containing M N B is an homeomorphism, and rB o r~ = rA. 
Proof. Nolo that Sn .C_ SA and that A is the ring of fractions of B with respect to SA. 
Now we may argue as in the case B = C*(X). ra 
Next we shall consider complex-valued functions. We shall denote by C(X,  C) the 
algebra of all complex-valued continuous functions on a topological space X, and by 
C* (X, C) the subalgebra of bounded functions. 
Lenlma 3.10. Let A be an intermediate algebra between C*(X,C) and C(X,C). I f  
f C A, then I : l  ~ a .  
Proof. Let f be a function in A. We define a new function h by: h(x) : f (x )  if 
I:(x)l <~ 1 and h(x) = :(~)/ l : (z) l  if If(x)t >/ 1. Clearly h E C*(X,C), and it is 
easy to see that hlf  [ - f is also in C ' (X ,C) .  Hence, h[f I 6 A, If h is the complex 
conjugate of h, then h(h[fl) + 1 is also in A. It is easy to check that ]f[ <~ hhlfl + 1, 
and so If l/(hhlfl + 1) is in C*(X, C). This allows us to express [fl as the product of 
two functions in A: 
I f l=~(~h[ f l+ l ) .  E] 
Proposition 3.11. If A is an intermediate algebra between C* ( X, C) and C( X , C), then 
A = (A n C(X,  ~)) + i(A n C(X, I~)). 
Hence, A is self-conjugate. 
Proof. If f E A, then Ill ~ A n C(X,  ~), by Lemma 3.10. Since [(f + f)/21 <~ Ill and 
I(f - 3~)/2il ~< Ifl, it follows from Proposition 3.3 that beth ( f  + f ) /2  and (f  - f ) /2i  
are in A n C(X, R). 
Proposition 3.12. Ever), intermediate algebra between C*( X, C) and C(X,  C) is a ring 
of fractions of C* (X, C). 
Proof. Each function f 6 C(X,C) may he written as the fraction 
f f(l+I/12) 
(I + If12) - I  
Now one may repeat the argument in Proposition 3.1. t3 
As in the real case, one may use Proposition 3.12 to infer some properties of com- 
plex intermediate algebras from the corresponding properties of C*(X, C). Moreover, by 
Proposition 3. I I, some properties of real intermediate algebras may be transferred tothe 
complex case, 
Finally, notice that every result, as well as proof, given in this section remains valid 
when the intermediate algebra is the whole C(X), or C(X,C)  in the complex case. 
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4. Closed under composition and C-type intermediate algebras 
Definition 4,1. Let A be an intermediate algebra. It is said that A is closed under (finite) 
composition if whenever g E C(~ 7') and fl . . . . .  fn E A, the composition !1o ( f i , . . . ,  Jet) 
is in A, for any n E N. Similarly, A is said to be closed m~der countable composition if
whenever y ~ C(~ r;) and (f,~) is a sequence from A, the composition .qo (f l ,  f2 , . . . )  is 
in A. We shall say that A is a C-type bTtermediate algebra if it is isomorphic as a ring 
(or, equivalently, as an algebra) to some C(T). 
Each one of the above properties i weaker than the next one, and they are all algebraic 
properties (see [9,10]. 
We shall see later that an intermediate algebra A is closed under finite compositimt 
if and only if it is closed touter composition with .ftmctiou #1 C(~),  i.e., y o f is in A 
whenever f ~: A and ~. E C(~).  Corson and Isbell have shown in [5, 2.1] that if an 
algebra of real valued functions is closed under countable composition then it is closed 
under composition for all higher cardinals. 
Example 4.2. We have already seen in Section 2.3 that no single generated intermediate 
algebra is closed under composition with functions in C(~).  It is not difficult to see 
that this is also true for any countably generated intermediate algebra. Explicitly, if 
F = {fl, f~- . . . .  } is a countable family of unbounded functions in C(X),  then C'(X)[F] 
is not closed under composition with functions in C(R). 
Let (!I,,) be a decreasing sequence of intermediate spaces between X and fiX. As in 
Section 2.1 regard each C(Yn) as a subalgebra of C(X),  and take 
A = 0 C(Y;,). 
Clearly, A is an intermediate algebra between C*(X) and C(X)  that is closed under 
composition. But. in general, A is not closed under countable composition (see [9, 1.91). 
Assume now that X is a C'-embedded but not C-embedded closed subspace of a 
realcompact space Y (see [7, 3.41 for an example of this situation). The image of C(Y),  
under the restriction morphism from C(Y) to C(X)  is a non-C-type intermediate algebra 
which is closed under countable composition. 
Finally, the algebras in Section 2.1 and. in particular, the intermediate algebras gener- 
ated by an ideal are C-type intermediate algebras. 
Let A be an intermediate algebra on X. If A is isomorphic to C(T), tbr stone topolog- 
ical space T, this T may be assumed to be a realcompact space and then homeomorphic 
to the space of all real maximal ideals in A (see Section 1.6). We have already seen in 
Proposition 3.7 that the maximal ideal space of A may be identified with (3X. We shall 
denote by ~,A X the space of all real maximal ideals in A. 
Recall that, for any continuous function f E C(X) ,  vsX is the largest subspace of 
/ iX to which f can be continuously extended. We shall use the fact that 
COZ¢ :t = ~'l/rlX ,
for any .q E C*(X) such that Z(ff) = O. 
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Lemma 4.3. The space vAX of all real maximal ideals hi an intermediate algebra A 
is homeomorphic, via the immersion i A : Spec A ~ Spec C* (X), to the space of  those 
points in f iX = Max C* ( X ) to which all the fimctions in A can be contim¢ously extended, 
i.e., 
v~X = N{wx:  f ~ A}. 
Hence. vAX is a realcompact apace, and A C_ C(vAX) .  
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.6 and Section 1.3 that 
i A (vAX)  = i, t (Spec A) N Max C" (X). 
This means that iA(VAX) consists of those maximal ideals in C*(X)  which do not 
cut SA. 
Therefore, 
ia (VAX ) = {p E f iX: M *p n SA = O} 
: A {P • fx :  g ~ M*~} 
gE S A 
-- A COZ'fl = A "t.'fX. 
9ESA fEA 
Notice, as a particular case, that if f • C(X)  and A -- C*(X)[f] ,  then vaX = v /X .  
Definition 4.4. An intermediate algebra A is said to be closed under inversion if every 
non invertiblc element of A belongs to ~me real maximal ideal in A. 
Definition ,1.5. We shall say that a multiplicatively closed subset S of a ring R is m- 
saturated if S is the complement i  R of a union of maximal ideals. 
Theorem 4.6. For an intermediate algebra A the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) A is a C-type intermediate algebra. 
(b) A is closed under bwersion. 
(c) The multiplicatively closed subset SA is m-suturated. 
Proof. It is clear that (b) follows from (a). Next we shall prove that (b) implies both (a) 
and (c). Let A be any intermediate algebra on X, Since vaX is an intermediate space 
between X and ~X, one has that f (vaX)  = f iX  and C*(vAX)  = C*(X).  By Propo- 
sition 3.1, C(vAX)  is the ring of fractions of C' (X)  with respect to the subset 
{f  • C*(X): 0 ~ f ;~(vaX) } = C*(X)  - U{M*V: p • vAX}.  
Also A G C(vAX)  and SA G C*(X)  - U{M*P: p E vAX}.  
If we assume that A is closed under inve~ion, then every element in C*(X)  - 
U{M*P: p • uAX} becomes invertible in A. Hence, 
SA = 6 '* (X) -U{M*P:  p•  vaX} and A = SA- IC* (X)  =C(vAX) .  
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NOW we shall see that (c) implies (a). Suppose 5".4 is the complement in C*(X) of 
a union of maximal ideals. Each one of these maximal ideals gives a point in vAX 
(Section 1.3 and Lemma 4.3). Thus, SA = C*(X) - [J{M*P: p E vAX} l, ad, as before, 
A=C(vAX) .  [] 
Remark  4.7. As any intermediate algebra is a uniformly closed 4i-algebra, the equiva- 
lence between (a) and (b) in the above proposition may also he derived from Lemma 5.2 
in [8]. 
Corol lary 4.8. Let X be a realcompact space. There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the family of reak'ompact subspaces of l~X containing X. the filmily of interme- 
diate algebras between C* ( X ) and C( X ), and the family of m-saturated multiplicatively 
closed subsets of C*(X) whose members are all b~vertible in C(X). 
Proof. Since every realcompact space is determined by the algebra of all continuous 
functions defined on it, the result follows from Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 4.6. [] 
Theorem 4.9. For an intermediate algebra A the followbzg conditions are equivalent: 
(a) A is closed under composition with functions in C(R). 
(b) C(vIX)  C A. for every, f E A. 
(c) SA is the complement i  C*(X) of a union of z-ideah" in C*(X). 
(d) SA is the complement in C*(X) of a :talon of prime z-Meals in C*(X). 
Proof. To prove that (a) implies (b) we shall repeat he argument given by Isbell in [10, 
1.18] and show that for each h E C(v IX)  there exists g E C(I~) such that Ihl <~ Igoyl. 
Let us regard f as a function in C(vyX) and, for every n E N, let 
Each Fn is a compact subspace of [3(vyX), since 
F,, = {p ~ p(vyX)  = fiX: If*(p)l ~< n} '  
Any function h E C(v IX  ) is bounded on each F , ,  with maximum absolute value m,~. 
If 9 is a monotonic function in C(II~) taking each n to m,+l ,  then Ih] ~< Ig o f[.  If A 
is closed under composition with functions in C(~) ,  then g o f E A. The inequality 
[hi ~< Ig o f[ ,  together with Proposition 3.3, implies that h 6 A. 
To show that (h) and (c) are equivalent, note that condition (h) may be rewritten 
as follows: '*if f E A, y E C(X) and vgX 3_ vyX,  then g E A". We know, from 
the rational representation of f ,  that f ~ A if and only if (I + f2 ) - .  E SA. and 
v IX  = coz((l + f2)- I )~.  This allows us to rewrite condition (b) in terms of 5'a and 
cozero-sets: "if  f E SA. g E C*(X) and coz9 f3 _~ coz f  ~, then y E S'A". 
For each g <E C*(X),  let I a be the smal!est z-ideal in C*(X) containing , that is, 
I,~ = { f  C C*(X):  Z ( f  ~) _D Z(,q~)}. 
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The last writing of condition (b) is equivalent to the equality 
SA = C*(X) - U{Iy:  g ~ SA}. 
Clearly, this equality holds if and only if so does condition (c). 
Suppose now that SA is the complement in C*(X) of a union of z-ideals in C*(X). 
Clearly, SA = C*(X) - U{I~: g ~ SA}. So that if Y ~ SA, then SA-I lg is a proper 
ideal in A (Section 1.3, (b)) and, consequently, there exists a prime ideal P in C*(X) 
containing Ig and such that P n SA = O. It is well known that every prime ideal that is 
minimal in the class of prime ideals containing a given z-ideal, is a z-ideal [6, 14.71. So, 
the above prime ideal P may be assumed to be a z-ideal. Therefore, the complement in
C*(X) of SA is just the union of the prime z-ideals in C*(X) which do not cut SA. D 
Remark 4.10. From the equivalence between conditions (a) and (b) in the preceding 
proposition, it follows that if an intermediate algebra is closed under composition with 
functions in C(~),  then it is also closed under finite composition. It also follows that 
the smallest closed under composition intermediate algebra containing a given function 
f E C(X)  is just C(vfX) .  
The smallest closed under composition intermediate algebra c,mtaining a countable 
family F = { f t ,A , . . .}  C_ C(X)  is the union 
C v L X 
One can see, as a consequence of [9, 2.4], that the smallest closed under countable 
composition intermediate algebra containing F = {f. ,  f2, . . .}  is precisely 
vI,, 
\ 1~=1 / 
In general, these two algebras do not agree (see [9, 1.9]). 
Remark 4.11. We have been unable to find, for the intermediate algebras that are closed 
under countable composition, a similar characterization m that found in Theorems 4.6 
and 4.9 for those of C-type or that are closed under composition. 
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